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Lesson 13-Introduction To The Of -2

Source 1Roman Rite 1886

Source 2Current Ashkenaz Week-Nights

Source 3

1. Rabbi Joel Sirkes was born in Poland in 1561, and died there in 1640.  He occupied the rabbinates of Lukow, Lublin,Medzyboz, Belz, Szydlowka, and finally Brest-Litovsk and Kraków
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Translation: It is not proper to say: Ki Shomreinu, etc.  Oo’Shmor Tzeiseinu Oo’Vo’Ainu, etc. That ishow we are to recite the Bracha and so it is written in the Book of Minhagim of R’ Tyrna) and so did ourRabbinic predecessors conduct themselves. Despite that history,  our generation follows the custom ofincluding those lines on Lail Shabbos.  I am not sure how the practice began to conduct ourselves oppositehow our Rabbinic predecessors directed us.  My heart tells me that this practice and others similar to itoriginated with prayer leaders who were not qualified, who were accepted by communities because their voiceswere pleasant and despite their not being experts in the field of Tefila and do not know its rules.  This is aresult of communities being governed by wealthy individuals (Parnassim) whose opinions are accepted evenwhen those opinions conflict with the decisions of Rabbinic authorities.   It would be appropriate to return tothe prior practice. Some knowledgeable prayer leaders are doing so and some educated laymen who admit tothe correct practice have advocated for a return to the practice.  I have seen that the Levush explained howthe current incorrect practice is appropriate but I, a poorly educated person, still do not accept hisexplanation. 
Source 4

Translation: We recite Kriyas Shema and its Brachos as we do every night with no change nor any additionuntil the end of the Bracha of Hashkeiveinu except that we change the Chasimas Ha’Bracha to Oo’Phrosand then Porais, etc.  We add the words Oo’Phros in order to refer to the theme of the Chasima before theChasima.  We do not employ the Chasima of Shomer Amo Yisroel La’Ad because on Shabbos we do notneed protection because our observing Shabbos provides the protection.  Some say that because of that conceptwe should also omit the words: Ki Kail Shomreinu, etc.  and after reaching the words: Oo’V’TzailKinafecha Tastireinu we begin to say Oo’Phros Aleinu, etc.  Despite that opinion, it is our practice toinclude those words because what appears before the Chasimas Ha’Bracha is not governed by the same rulesas the Chasimas Ha’Bracha.  Certainly we should not refer to the theme of providing protection in theChasimas Ha’Bracha since that is not the primary theme of the Bracha on Lail Shabbos but within theBracha even though Shabbos provides the protection, there are more evil forces lurking on Shabbos than onweekdays.  Therefore we should not omit our concern for harm from evil forces on Lail Shabbos.  That isthe custom in our locality and the practice should not be changed. 

2. Rabbi Mordecai Yoffe was born in 1530 and was a student of R. Moses Isserlis (Rema). He served as a rabbi in Prague,Lublin, Horodna, and Posen and was also a head of the Council of Four Lands. He passed away in 1612.
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Source 5

Translation:  The Manhig wrote that according to the French Rite in which they followed the practice ofreciting Oo’Phros on Friday Night it is appropriate to say Oo’V’Tzail Kinefecha Tastireinu Oo’PhrosAleinu, etc. but it is not correct to say Ki Kail Shomrienu, etc.  Oo’Shmor Tzeisecha Oo’Bo’Ainu, etc.because those words are said on weekdays only because of the rule that it is necessary to refer to the theme ofthe Bracha just before the ending Bracha.
Source 6

(See footnote 259 below) 

Translation:  On Erev Shabbos we say: Oo’Shmor Tzeiseinu Oo’Vo’Einu L’Chayim Oo’L’ShalomMai’Ata V’Ad Olam.  Baruch Ata Hashem Ha’Porais, etc.  We do not recite the Bracha ending ofShomer Amo Yisroel La’Ad because on Shabbos we need not be concerned that we need protection becauseG-d protects the Jewish People in the merit of their observing Shabbos.  That explains why the wording ofthe commandment to observe Shabbos in the Ten Commandments begins with the words “Shmor Es YomHa’Shabbos.”  This is comparable to a King who had a shepherd who watched over the King’s sheep.While the shepherd kept the sheep in the outdoors, the shepherd needed to remain awake all night to be surethat the sheep did not meet with harm.  One night a week the shepherd would gather the sheep and placethem in a fenced in area and he could then sleep comfortably that night. Similarly we depend on G-d towatch over us on week days nights when we go about our work but on Shabbos, we stay home and thereforedo not need protection and G-d places us under His blanket of peaceFootnote 259

Translation: What is the meaning of the words: Mizmor Shir L’Yom Ha’Shabbos?  Shabbos is the daythat the evil forces in the world rest; a day when the Jewish People sit in peace.
Source 7
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Translation:  A question was asked of R. Natroni: on Friday night do we recite the last Bracha of KriyasShema that begins Baruch Hashem like on weekdays and can we say the verses that begin: V’Shamrubefore Shemona Esrei on Friday night but not on Yom Tov night?  He answered as follows: based on thewords of our Sages we can conclude that this fifth Bracha of Kriyas Shema had no basis as we learned: atMaariv, we recite two Brachos before and two after saying Kriyas Shema.  Our Sages had a disagreementon a related issue: is the recital of Shemona Esrei at night mandatory or voluntary.  Rabban Gamliel saidthat it is mandatory.  R. Yehoshua said that it is voluntary.  Shmuel said that the Halacha follows theopinion of the one who said that it is mandatory.  Rav said that the Halacha follows the opinion of the onewho said that it is voluntary.  When Rav and Shmuel argue, we hold like Shmuel concerning monetarymatters and according to Rav in ritual matters.  Since this is a ritual matter, we follow the opinion of Ravthat the recital of Shemona Esrei at night is voluntary.

Translation:  The later Sages instituted the practice of reciting verses of praise after the fourth Bracha ofKriyas Shema at night and because it was a prayer that consisted of verses, they ended the prayer with aBracha.  This practice was reserved for weekdays only and not for Shabbos because on Shabbos there areevil forces present and the members of the community must return home before dark because of the danger ofdemons or because their lights might burn out.  R. Shalom, z”l, said that even on the nights of Shabbos andYom Tov they would say the Bracha of Shomer Amo Yisroel La’Ad but in the Yeshiva and where ourteacher  lived they would not follow that custom but would substitute the Bracha of Ha’Porais and wouldnot saying anything after but would proceed to recite Kaddish but in other locations they would say ShomerAmo Yisroel La’Ad and then the verses of V’Shamru but in no location did they recite the fifth Bracha.
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Source 8

Translation:  I saw in the Zohar Parshas Va’Yak’Heil that the Zohar distinguishes between individualsand the community when it comes to being concerned about needing protection on Shabbos in that anindividual needs protection on Shabbos while the community does not.  That is why the Bracha during theweek includes a reference to the Jewish People.   But the line that speaks of G-d protecting our comings andgoings does not include a reference to the Jewish People and is meant to be a request for protection for eachindividual Jew.
Source 9

Translation:  The Tur wrote that the reason that we do not need protection on Shabbos is because Shabbositself provides protection and that is why we say the verses that begin V’Shamru, etc.  That means that ifthe Jewish People observe Shabbos, they do not need additional protection.  It is our custom to say the words:Ki Kail Shomreinu, etc.  Oo’Shmor Tzeiseinu, etc.  because we know that our observance of Shabbos islacking.  That is why we still need to ask G-d to provide us protection but we do change the wording of theclosing Bracha. 
Source 10

Translation: ‘And do not go out alone at night’, for it was taught: One should not go out alone at night,i.e., neither on Wednesday nights nor on Sabbath night, because Igrath the daughter of Mahalath, she andone hundred eighty thousand destroying angels go forth, and each has permission to wreak destructionindependently. 
Source 11 
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